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A TRANSCRIPT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF A WORK SESSION OF THE 

HUBBARD COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS HELD ON JANUARY 9, 

2018, AT 9:00 A.M. 

 

 A work session of the Hubbard County Board of Commissioners was held on January 

9, 2018. 

 

 The Pledge of Allegiance was said by all. 

 

 The meeting was called to order at 9:00 a.m. by Chairman, Cal Johannsen with all the 

Commissioners and Coordinator, Debbie Thompson present.   

 

 The agenda for the work session included the following:  a review of the Hubbard 

County Ditch Inventory completed by the Soil & Water Conservation District (SWCD); 

Personnel Issues – GIS Technician; Assistant ESO; and Administrative Assistant positions; 

2018 Manager Evaluation procedures; Budget 101 presentation; and Board 

acknowledgement discussion. 

 

Hubbard County Ditch Inventory:  SWCD Regional Director, Julie Kingsley and 

Water Quality Resource Specialist, Jamin Carlson provided a review of the county ditch 

inventory report developed with the assistance of a drone and a helicopter filming the 

ditches and surrounding areas within the county.  Discussion followed regarding various 

ditches and the interest by some parties for abandonment of them.  The process to abandon 

a ditch was mentioned and is believed to be lengthy.  A requirement to specify ‘other 

waters’ within the County was provided that will name Wolfe Lake for addition to the 

Local Water Plan.  The resolution to do so will be presented at the 01/16/18 regular board 

meeting for action. 

 

GIS Technician position:  The un successful filling the GIS Technician position 

was recognized and a review of the process followed to this point was shared.  Other 

options to fill the GIS need of the county were discussed.  Addition of the duties to the IT 

Director position was questioned.  The proposed wages for the position were reviewed as 

well as the qualifications being recognized from the applicant pool thus far.  The initial 

goal for proposing the position was provided as follows: 

 

1. Back up for current GIS Technician to complete 911 Administration duties and 

parcel maintenance, and 

2. To further fulfill the county commitment to grow the utilization of GIS services 

within the county. 

 

 Discussion regarding any perceived benefit in separating the GIS duties into a 

‘stand alone’ department was held.  Other options for the provision of GIS services were 

reviewed that may be possible in the future. 

 

 Environmental Services Office position review:  Discussion was held regarding 

the development of the Assistant Environmental Director position proposed in the 2018 

budget.  This position is proposed to be a promotional opportunity for existing staff vs 
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addition of employees to the department.  Board action at the next meeting regarding 

review of the job description by the Classification Committee was suggested if it is ready 

prior to the meeting. 

 

 Administrative Assistant position:  The Assessor reminds the Board of the 

proposed addition of a full time position to her department in the 2018 budget.  A review 

of the staffing options by combination of current positions was provided to the Board 

resulting in two options for consideration. 

 

 2018 Manager Evaluation procedure:  A brief review of the information 

provided during manager evaluations was completed.  Discussion followed.  Interest by the 

Board was expressed regarding the review of the completed ‘buddy meetings’ to be added 

as well as follow-up to goals provided in the previously completed evaluation. 

 

 Budget preparation – 101:  A review of the Sheriff’s Office vehicle inventory was 

provided and discussed as to the replacement criteria used.  Sheriff Cory Aukes explained 

that the vehicles were on a rotation providing for a new squad for each full time deputy 

each four year period.  The Board was reminded that cars are then ‘handed down’ to others 

within the department on an annual basis.  Discussion also centered around the 

maintenance records maintained for each squad with current procedures shared with the 

Board. 

 

 The Sheriff was questioned as to any major changes to his department that he feels 

will be necessary in the near future that should be budgeted for.  Sheriff Aukes expressed 

his interest in construction of the building on the ‘Old Water Tower’ property providing 

storage to his equipment that had been reviewed by the Board in 2017. 

 

 An extensive review of the Sheriff’s budget together with historic data was 

completed. 

 

 Consideration of Board Recognition Policy:  Given recent events, a review of 

how the Board would handle their participation and/or recognition of former board 

members, their spouses and/or personnel life events was conducted.   It was suggested that 

each new Board should make that determination for administration by the Coordinator. 

 

 There being no further matters for discussion before the Board, the meeting was 

adjourned at 12:11p.m. 

 

   /s/Cal Johannsen 

   Cal Johannsen, Chairman 

ATTEST: /s/Debbie Thompson  Hubbard County Board of Commissioners 

 Debbie Thompson, Coordinator 

Hubbard County Coordinator 

  


